
  



  

WHO IS BURKITECH? 
 

BurkiTech is a national IT consulting firm that specializes in Oracle and 

Microsoft technologies, database management, software licensing services, 

and cloud computing solutions. We align IT with strategic business objectives 

by providing guidance, problem solving, and assistance with new technologies. 

Oracle Database Management Consulting. 

 

This enables IT executives to get the most from their Oracle and IT investment. 

To ensure lasting results, BurkiTech mentors customer IT personnel 

establishing new processes and best practices. 

OUR VISION AND MISSION 
 

Our mission is: to deliver the best possible reliable software solutions to help 

our clients improve IT efficiency and business profitability. 

BURKITECH PARTNERS 



EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP 
  

 

SAQLAIN BURKI 

PRESIDENT & CEO 
 
The utmost capacity to translate vision into reality, Saqlain Burki is the President and CEO of 
Burkitech, the one who has initiated the excellent service venture and is still going through 
the challenges to meet the outstanding success in the current scenario. Since the 
establishment of Burkitech in 2016, He has been closely involved in visionary and productive 
business operations that are directed to enhance the functionality, processes and means in 
the large extend giving business the greatest opportunity to grow and enhance itself, in a 
well-managed and the most effective way. 

 

HAMMAD UR REHMAN 

COO & CO-FOUNDER 
 
The path to success is to take massive and determined actions. Mr. Hammad ur Rahman is 
highly experienced professional guru with the demonstrated history of working in the 
challenging software Industry. He is the proud COO and Co-Founder of Burkitech who is well 
versed and skilled in communication skills, time management, team work, employee relation 
and organizational development skills. Owing the solid experience in acquisition of Oracle, 
Microsoft, IBM implementation, execution, designing, project management, and making sure 
the business is working at its best within all possible provided resources, with the great 
emphasis on research and development, achieving the set targets and new ventures. 

 

SHAH NADEEM 

COUNTRY HEAD INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Experience matters as you need it strictly to bring excellence in work. Leading a strategic 
technology transformation program across all lines of business, He is the proud Country head 
of Infrastructure at Burkitech Pvt. Ltd. He has prolonged experience of holding the various IT 
leadership roles at different renowned companies including Faysal bank, where he worked as 
Manager System and Infrastructure, National Bank where he worked as Manager Systems. 
Leading firms with almost 24 years of experience, He also has received major industry 
certifications including AIX, Data Center, Storages and Cloud Technology. 

 

AMIR HUSSAIN 

DIRECTOR 
 
Successful leaders have hidden courage to take actions. Mr. Amir Hussain always has been 
found enthusiastic, goal oriented and futuristic individual with the uniform passion to grow. 
He has vast experience and professional knowledge in IT management, business consulting, 
process re-engineering, application development, implementation and post implementation 
strategies, full-fledged development of IT systems, handling security and infrastructure in 
large organizations. 



MANAGEMENT TEAM 

OUR THREE PROFICIENT AND COMPETENT MEMBERS 

MUJAHID AKHTER 
APPLICATION HEAD 

 

MUDASSIR IQBAL 
PROJECT DIRECTOR 

 

ISMAIL JUNAIJO 
DEVELOPMENT  & 

EPM TEAM HEAD 

 
 

  

Management’s job is to convey leadership’s message in a compelling and 

 inspiring way. The management team of Burkitech mainly include our three 

 proficient and competent members who are highly qualified, skilled and trained 

 and in the respective disciplines. These precious members are 

   



 

  



SERVICES 

 

  

Expertise, thorough knowledge and firsthand experience along with strong 

Industry specific research skills help us in analyzing, designing and 

implementing world class solutions. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

 Infrastructure & Oracle Cloud 

 Oracle Hyperion & Analytics 

 Oracle Database 

 Oracle E-Business Suit 

 Custom Enterprise Solutions 

 Package ERP Implementations 

 Technology Integration 

 MIS Outsourcing 

 Consultancy 

CREATIVE, DESIGN & MULTIMEDIA 

 Logo Design 

 Stationery Design 

 Web Design 

 Digital Marketing 

 Print Media Design 

 Multimedia Design 



INFRASTRUCTURE 

SERVICES 

  

PLANNING  |  STORAGE  |  VIRTUALIZATION  | CLOUD SERVICES  

DATACENTER SERVICES  |  IT AUDIT  |  IT PROCUREMENT 



PLANNING 

 

We can bring your organization up to speed; we can guide you 

with the best possible answers to the most complex technical 

challenges, and provide end-to-end tech assistance that best 

fits your unique organization. This includes: 

 Existing IT Environment Assessment 

 Gap Analysis 

 IT Infrastructure Design 

 Technology Roadmap and Recommendations 

 IT Cost Optimization 

 IT Security Assessment 

STORAGE 

 

Our expert engineers will study your business process and 

analyses the corresponding storage requirements, before 

recommending a server solution to fulfil your needs. We’ll 

future-proof your investment with some room to grow and 

propose redundant options to protect your key data. 

VIRTUALIZATION 

 

We specialize in providing virtualization and cloud computing solutions that enhance and optimize data backup and 

recovery, and also streamline the server functions. We help you to choose the best fit infrastructure from the available 

technologies in the market that will enable you to optimize your processes. 

CLOUD SERVICES 

 

We help you select the right 

cloud for the right functionality. 

This includes designing both 

short-term and long-term cost-

governance structures, helping 

you choose the cloud or hybrid 

solution that is best for your 

business while supplying end-to-

end migration management and 

support. 

IT AUDIT 

 

Burki Technology offers 

premier technical consulting, 

cybersecurity and compliance 

solutions to business across a 

variety of industries. We can 

help you navigate the scope 

and complexity of your 

specific audit and security 

assessment needs, 

 

 - Existing Cybersecurity 

Review and Assessment 

 - Security Health Check 

 - Gap Analysis 

 - Cybersecurity Roadmap and 

Recommendations 

 

Discover More: 

- IT Strategy and Planning 

- IT Service Management 

Assessment 

- Program and Product 

Management 

DATA CENTER SERVICES 

 

Burki Technology offers 

premier technical consulting, 

cyber security and compliance 

solutions to business across a 

variety of industries. We can 

help you navigate the scope 

and complexity of your 

specific audit and security 

assessment needs, 

 

 - Existing Cybersecurity 

Review and Assessment 

 - Security Health Check 

 - Gap Analysis 

 - Cybersecurity Roadmap and 

Recommendations 

 

Discover More: 

- IT Strategy and Planning 

- IT Service Management 

Assessment 

- Program and Product 

Management 

IT PROCUREMENT 

 

We look beyond the initial 

purchase to support and 

integration requirements. 

We’ll make sure your new 

equipment integrates with the 

old and fits into your business 

workflows and existing 

applications. We have strong 

relationships with, Dell, HP, 

IBM, Microsoft and we are the 

partner of H3C and Oracle 

take advantage of our seller 

pricing and support. 

IT Consulting Services 

 

  



ORACLE 

SERVICES 

  

HYPERION & ANALYTICS  |   HYPERION PLANNING  |  HYPERION FINANCIAL 

ESSBASE  |  BI & ANALYTICS SERVER  | DATABASE | E-BUSINESS SUIT 



HYPERION PLANNING 

 

The process of preparing for the 
future is planning. Planning is 
deciding the best alternatives 

among others to perform 
different managerial operations 

in order to achieve the pre-
determined goals. 

 
Organizations initially set their 

goals or targets and plan 
accordingly. Hence, we define 

planning as the set of activities to 
achieve goal in preparing the 

future. 

HYPERION  
PROFITABILITY & COST 

 
Profitability Costing is the 

concept of assigning all costs 
incurred by a company to the 

various products or relationships 
the organization maintains in an 

effort to determine which 
products or relationships are the 
most profitable. This information 

can be utilized to help better 
position the company in the 
future by recognizing which 

types of activities are beneficial 
to the organization and which 

are not. 

HYPERION  

FINANCIAL 
 

Oracle Hyperion Financial 

Management is a 

comprehensive, Web-based 

application that delivers global 

financial consolidation, reporting 

and analysis in a single, highly 

scalable software solution. It 

provides financial consolidation 

and reporting that enables you to 

rapidly consolidate and report 

financial results, meet global 

regulatory requirements, reduce 

the cost of compliance, and 

deliver confidence in the 

numbers. 

ORACLE 

ESSBASE 
 

Essbase is our market-leading 

multi-dimensional database 

management System(MDBMS) 

that provides a multi-

Dimensional database platform 

upon which to build analytic 

applications .It is an OLAP  Server  

which provides adaptable data 

storage mechanisms for specific 

types of analytic and 

performance management 

applications. 

BUSINESS  

INTELLIGENCE 

 
OBIEE (Oracle Business 

Intelligence Enterprise Edition) is 

a BI tool to gather, store, and 

analyses the data for enterprise 

reports, dashboards, scorecards 

and ad hoc analysis. OBIEE is a 

multiple server architecture 

which uses Siebel Analytics 

technology to separate data 

access and presentation 

elements for analysis. 

ORACLE 

DATABASE 

 
Oracle database products offer 

customers cost-optimized and 

high-performance versions of 

Oracle Database, the world’s 

leading converged, multi-model 

database management system, 

as well as in-memory, NoSQL and 

MySQL databases. 

E-BUSINESS  

SUIT 
Oracle Hyperion Financial 

Management is a 

comprehensive, Web-based 

application that delivers global 

financial consolidation, reporting 

and analysis in a single, highly 

scalable software solution. 

  

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION 



DATABASE 

SERVICES 

 

  

ORACLE | DB2 | MYSQL | POSTGRESQL | SQL SERVER | ESSBASE 



ORACLE  

DATABASE 

 
Oracle Database is the world’s 

leading converged, multi-model 

database management system and 

the database products that are 

offered by Oracle are cost 

optimized and cost effective giving 

high performance. Oracle database 

is used for running online 

transaction processing, data 

warehousing and mixed database 

workloads. 

 

MYSQL 

 
MySQL is an open-source relational 

database management system. Its 

name is a combination of "My", the 

name of co-founder Michael 

Wideness’s daughter, and "SQL", 

the abbreviation for Structured 

Query Language. 

 

IBM DB2 

 
Db2, or Database 2, is a set of 

relational database products built 

and offered by IBM. Relational 

databases enable enterprises to 

create declarative data models 

accessible via queries. For this 

purpose, IBM invented the popular 

and now standardized Structured 

Query Language (SQL) 

 

POSTGRESQL 

 
PostgreSQL is a powerful, open 

source object-relational database 

system that uses and extends the 

SQL language combined with many 

features that safely store and scale 

the most complicated data 

workloads. 

ORACLE 

ESSBASE 

 
Oracle Essbase is a multi-dimensional 

database management system that is 

specifically to provide the multi-

dimensional database platform which 

is used to build analytical 

applications. If we see it on broad 

spectrum, it is a business analytics 

solution that uses a specific 

architecture for analysis, reporting, 

and collaboration. This architecture is 

prone to be Proven, Flexible and 

Best-in-class. Thus Essbase is delivers 

instant value and greater productivity 

for your Business users, analysts, and 

decision-makers, for all sorts of 

Business within your industry or firm. 

MS SQL 

SERVER 

 
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational 

database management system 

developed by Microsoft. As a 

database server, it is a software 

product with the primary function 

of storing and retrieving data as 

requested by other software 

applications—which may run either 

on the same computer or on 

another computer across a 

network. 

  

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION 



SAP 

SERVICES 

 

  

FUNCTIONAL & TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY 



SAP stands for Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing. SAP is a widely-used enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) software. It creates a centralized system for businesses that enables every 

department to access and share common data to create a better work environment for every employee in 

the company. SAP is the most-used ERP software on the market and contains hundreds of fully integrated 

modules that cover nearly every aspect of business management. 

 

SAP Consultancy Modules: 

 Functional Modules Consultancy 

 Technical Modules Consultancy 

Functional Modules: 

 Financial FI Consultant (GL, AP, AR, AA, Reports) 

 Controlling CO Consultant (Basic, Cost Centre, COPA) 

 Production Planning PP Consultant (Production and Order) 

 Sales and Distribution SD Consultant (Sales Order, Invoice) 

 Material Management MM Consultant (Material, 

 Purchasing, Inventory). 

 

 

Technical Modules: 

 BASIS (Administrator and Technical Consultant) 

 Advance Business Application Programming ABAP  

(SAP Development Consultant). 

 

  



CREATIVE, DESIGN 
MULTIMEDIA 

 

  

LOGO | STATIONARY DESIGN | WEB DESIGN | DIGITAL MARKETING   

PRINT MEDIA DESIGN | MULTIMEDIA DESIGN 



 

 

  

OVERVIEW 

 

Burkitech have a Web Development division and we are a rich and expert Web Development and Web Designing group that gives the 

Best Web Development administrations on the planet. We will likely deliver and keep up very much created sites. Working with you 

we will make an alluring, appealing, instructive, and viable site that surpasses your assumptions and meets your business objectives. 

Burkitech works in making altered sites, business, expert, and internet business sites. Our amazing Web Development Service that 

brings you more leads and deals. Your site is a significant piece of your business. At Burkitech we are absolutely in business, so we 

know how significant your web presence is to your association. 

LOGO DESIGN 

The #1 decision for organization 

logo plan. Get a hand crafted by 

the expert planners at Burkitech. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Visual computerization is an art 

where experts make visual 

substance to impart messages.  

No formats, unique plans, 

quality ensured. 

WEB DESIGN 

Website composition envelops a wide 

range of abilities and controls in the 

creation and upkeep of sites. 

DIGITAL MARKETING 

Fundamentally, advanced advertising 

alludes to any internet showcasing 

endeavors or resources. Email showcasing, 

pay-per-click promoting, web-based media 

advertising and in any event. 

SOLUTIONS WE OFFER 
 

Burkitech offers a variety of Web development & Graphics design services, from creating mobile web development 

solutions and responsive website designs, to building custom e-commerce and intranet experiences using the latest and 

proven web technologies. 

TARGET ANALYSIS 

Incredible plan starts with a comprehension of who it's 

for. Understanding your clients is a vital factor for having 

the option to pick the correct plan components, like 

typography, shading plans, design, and route. 

 

"Extraordinary plan starts with a comprehension of who 

it's for. " 

 

Notwithstanding knowing your crowd's socioeconomics – 

age, gender, location, and so on – you need to find what 

really matters to them. Who right? What drives them? 

What are their convictions and qualities? Which different 

organizations would they say they are purchasing from? 

What items do they use? 

The web design packages and pricing at 

                                                                                Webmization 

are specific to all kinds of websites, from simple blog 

website to most complex e-commerce we expertly design 

all at affordable price. We focus on identifying your target 

                                                                                audience and 

their needs and keep your budget in mind when delivering 

our services. 

 

Our web development packages are flexible and tailored 

to meet your individual goals. You can compare our design 

plans and suit the best one for you from the multiple 

options given. 

 

The more you think about them, the better you can plan a 

site that addresses their issues and prerequisites. 

BUDGET FRIENDLY 



OUR 
SUCCESS STORIES 

 

  

HUTCHISONPORTS |  AZIZI BANK  | PAKISTAN STOCK EXCHANGE 

LIAQUAT NATIONAL HOSPITAL| SILK BANK | PIA | BLOOMBERG 

CONSUMERS ENERGY MICHIGAN | DEVON ENERGY 



  

Our story with Hutchison Ports began with severe 

downtime incident when Hutchison Ports contacted 

support to get its critical reporting database back up and 

running smoothly. This matter was configured properly 

with the assistance of competent professionals at us 

took just less than a day. This created a good impression 

about us and then in order to take higher quality 

services, this company switched its all Oracle managed 

services entirely to Burkitech support. Now, these full-

fledged services include the Operating System 

Configuration, DBA work, Performance Monitoring, 

Database Tuning, and Query Writing. 

Azizi Bank is the largest Bank in Afghanistan and 

currently we are upgrading their core banking 

infrastructure and are very closely involved in the 

Migration of Database from the old and obsolete 

hardware of SPARC T5 and T8 which belongs to Sun. 

So, this is regarded as big achievement in the 

international banking sector, which trusted us and 

provided us a huge contract. 

Pakistan Stock Exchange is the national organization 

where millions of transaction are performed on daily 

basis and thus it’s not an easy deal to manage their 

database. But the team of competent professionals at 

Burkitech took it as a challenge and took every major 

and minor step to cop-up with upcoming issues and 

circumstances. Now the motivated team is successfully 

managing the PSX database for smooth operation. 

When Burkitech started working with Liaquat National, it 

was facing big tracking problems such as aging, work 

force tracking, AP to GL, AR to GL, On-going invoices etc. 

We are proud to provide services as Techno-Functional 

for Oracle EBS Apps, which specifically design and 

manage all application reports with Oracle Reports & 

Oracle BI such as Finance, Supply Chain Management 

and HRM. 

Silk Bank is known with its name and they needed 

proficient service for handling their Database and 

relevant issues in a very well managed way. Professional 

and competent team at Burkitech successfully handled, 

provided the Oracle EBS Functional services and Oracle 

Database services. Now the team is managing the all 

functional requirements and database monitoring 

smoothly and effectively. 

Burkitech has one of the successful track record with 

PIA, as we have implemented the Oracle Hyperion 

Planning in PIA. It is the best centralized planning, 

budgeting, and forecasting solution that work perfectly 

to integrate 

                                                                                different 

aspects in order that business 

                                                                                predictabilit

y is improved. Before we started working with them, 

many other vendors tried to implement the same, but 

they couldn’t get accomplish, although we made the 

implementation very successfully. 



  

We implemented 4 SAP HANA scale outs. Each with 1 TB 

of memory for their BW loads. This is configured as 5+1 

configuration This is based on Broadwell and the 

backend storage was Hitachi HUS VM. We installed RHEL 

7.4 with HANA 2.0 SPS 2 on all nodes, furnishing a single 

HANA DB. 

 

Other than scale outs we installed and configured 16 

scale ups with different memory sizes. Later we provided 

upgrade support to the customer 

We provided 3 scale outs in a 6+1 configuration. Each 

node is 1.5 TB of memory. This is configured in SAP 

HANA TDI solution 

We provided scale ups of variable memory sizes ranging 

from 512 to 6 TB memory sizes on SLES environment 



CLIENTELE 
  

- Azizi Bank  

- Silk Bank 

- Alkaram 

-  CDC 

- Awwal Modaraba 

- Pakistan StocK Exchange 

- Garrys 

- Flow Progressive Logistics 

-  Hutchison Port 

-  Pair Investment  

- Pak Qatar Takaful 

- PIA 

- Summit Capital 

- EOBI 

- Liaquat National Hospital 

- KPMG 

- Bank Alflah 



 

  

    

    

    

    

    



CLIENTS 
FEEDBACK 

 

  

“ WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAYS ABOUT US ” 



  

  

  

BurkiTech is our main vendor for support to EBS 

(Oracle Financial System) and DBA services 

outsourced. Over the last 3 years we have engaged 

BurkiTech a number of times and both for EBS support 

and temporary replacement for our DBAs. BurkiTech 

is a trusted service provider and has always sent 

qualified resources to troubleshoot or assist PSX ITD 

team in database related issues. We are satisfied with 

their performance and would be happy to 

recommend BurkiTech. 

Mehmood Siddiqui 

Chief Information Officer 
Imtiaz Shiakh 

Head of I.T & Infrastructure 

Really appreciate the services which were provided by 

Burki Technologies. Team is competent with extensive 

technical skills. Supported and worked with us with 

full dedication and guided bank's team properly. 

We took the services of many vendors, with regard to 

infrastructure and database point of view. However, I 

was really happy when I got a chance to take services 

from Burki Technology Pvt Ltd. They provided 

tremendous support from storage Migration of IBM 

XIV to IBM Storwize V5000 and data Migration of IBM 

Power 8 servers. They have expert resources in 

databases and Applications. The beauty of Burki 

Technology is that they provide all services from a 

single-window platform. This is one of the big reasons 

for preferring Burki Tech PVT LTD. 

Imtiaz Shiakh 

Head of I.T & Infrastructure 

Aleksey Yefremov 

Assistant Manager 

It's been a pleasure to work with Burkitech. They 

played a consulting role with Oracle Hyperion PBCS, 

the Consultancy Team of Hyperion has good concepts 

concerning PBCS mechanisms like data forms, 

business rules, etc., and had patience when explaining 

difficult concepts. We were able to resolve many 

issues thanks to Burkitech. Their communication has 

been great as well. We look forward to working with 

them again. 



 

 


